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discover more on one of our carefully crafted cruisers.
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VULCAN® FAMILY
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The Vulcan® S sport cruiser has the heart of a sportbike and the comfort of a classic 
cruiser—a groundbreaking combination that brings together the best of two worlds. New 
and experienced riders can appreciate the exhilaration produced by an abundance of torque 
and a responsive chassis in both the Vulcan S and Vulcan® S ABS CAFE sport cruisers.

BREAKING
BOUNDARIES

Vulcan® S ABS in Metallic Spark Black

*Model available on indent order basis only
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7Vulcan® S ABS CAFE in Phantom Blue/Ebony

EXPERIENCE
ERGO-FIT ®

ERGO-FIT® is an exclusive sizing system that creates the perfect fit for riders of all sizes 
by offering adjustments to the bike’s seat, footpegs and handlebar to accommodate the 
rider’s height and reach. With 18 possible configurations between Reduced Reach, Mid 
Reach, and Extended Reach, ERGO-FIT helps produce a more comfortable and confident 
riding experience. You can get fitted at a dealership with an ERGO-FIT Center for no 
additional cost when you purchase a Vulcan® S motorcycle.

Scan with your camera 
to learn more about 
ERGO‑FIT®.

®

ERGO-FIT® EXTENDED REACH
6'1" AND OVER

ERGO-FIT® MID REACH
5'7" TO 6'0

ERGO-FIT® REDUCED REACH
5'6" AND UNDER
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9Vulcan® S ABS in Metallic Matte Mysterious Gray

Metallic Matte Mysterious Gray

Sporty performance with vintage styling notes for an unmistakable, confidence-inspiring 
experience whether you’re commuting to work or out day tripping.

RIDE IN
STYLE

Metallic Spark Black*

VULCAN® S
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Metallic Matte Mysterious Gray

Sporty performance with vintage styling notes for an unmistakable, confidence-inspiring 
experience whether you’re commuting to work or out day tripping.

RIDE IN
STYLE

Metallic Spark Black*

VULCAN® S

*Model available on indent order basis only
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The Ninja® sportbike-derived 649cc parallel-twin engine 
is tuned for strong delivery in the low- to mid-range. 
Incredibly smooth power helps build confidence while 
sportbike performance characteristics offer a spirited 
ride as the revs climb.

The rear shock features a seven-position 
preload adjuster to accommodate a variety of 
riders to ensure a smooth, comfortable ride. 
Choose a softer setting for a plush feel or stiffer 
setting for a sportier ride.

TAKE
COMMAND

VULCAN® S

Sportbike-inspired wheels and high-traction, 
performance tires add unique style, contributing to 
responsive handling and offer sporty capability.

Vulcan® S ABS in Metallic Matte Mysterious Gray

ENGINE

SUSPENSION

WHEELS & TIRES

Vulcan® S ABS in Metallic Spark Black
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13Phantom Blue/Ebony Vulcan® S ABS CAFE in Phantom Blue/Ebony

Challenge the limits of what a cruiser can be on the Vulcan® S ABS CAFE, inspired by the racing 
legacy of Ninja® sportbikes. A combination of power and performance is accented by vintage, 
café-racer style in a revolutionary way.

PUSH THE
LIMITS

VULCAN® S ABS CAFE
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*Model available on indent order basis only
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18 possible ERGO‑FIT® configurations cater to the personal preferences of a wide 
range of riders. Find a comfortable reach with your choice of accessory seat and 
handlebars. Adjustable clutch and brake levers offer further personalization while 
three-position adjustable footpegs help keep your legs relaxed as you go the distance. 

The Vulcan® S ABS CAFE sport cruiser 
combines confidence‑inspiring performance 
with café-racer styling for a distinct blend of 
function and form. Café style paint, signature 
tank badging and sport striping emphasize 
the vintage spirit.

Vulcan® S ABS CAFE in Phantom Blue/Ebony

VULCAN® S ABS CAFE

A compact, dark‑tinted wind deflector over 
the headlight pays homage to retro tradition. 
The custom look becomes functional by 
deflecting wind away from the rider for a 
more comfortable ride.

SPORT MEETS

STYLE

CAFÉ STYLING WIND DEFLECTOR ERGO-FIT® ADJUSTABILITY

*Model available on indent order basis only
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This is Kawasaki design at its finest. A massive 1,700cc fuel-injected V-twin engine churns out 
rumbling power while a host of premium touring amenities deliver comfort and confidence for 
long rides.

 BIG
POWER
MEETS MAJOR REFINEMENT

Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS in Metallic Carbon Gray/Metallic Spark Black 

*Model available on indent order basis only
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The king of Kawasaki cruisers roars to life with a 1,700cc digitally fuel-injected V-twin engine. 
Kawasaki Advanced Coactive-braking Technology (K-ACT) ABS and electronic cruise control mark the 
pinnacle of comfort, control and luxury on the open road. Ample onboard storage comes thanks to 
dual locking saddlebags and a tail trunk while dual air-assisted shocks optimize damping for a truly 
enjoyable ride experience.

OPEN ROAD
LUXURY

VULCAN® 1700 VOYAGER® ABS

Metallic Carbon Gray/Metallic Spark Black Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS in Metallic Carbon Gray/Metallic Spark Black
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*Model available on indent order basis only
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Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS in Metallic Carbon Gray/Metallic Spark Black

All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.

VULCAN® 1700 VOYAGER® ABS

The frame-mounted fairing provides 
generous protection and houses convenient 
accommodations for you and your passenger. 
Large, easy-to-read instrumentation features 
a central LCD screen to keep you informed and 
in command.

MODERN DASH
The AM/FM/WB audio system (with accessory 
iPod® and SiriusXM® compatibility) boasts 
powerful speakers. Navigation Audio Prompt 
Capability works in conjunction with select 
Garmin® GPS devices (sold separately). 

AUDIO

An innovative electronic cruise control 
system lets you relax as you soak up the 
open road. Engage and adjust cruise control 
settings all from the handlebar. Set your 
cruising speed (in third gear or above) with 
the push of a button then accelerate and 
decelerate all while remaining in cruise 
control mode. 

CRUISE CONTROL

FULLY LOADED FOR THE

LONG HAUL
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All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.
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A roaring engine featuring advanced Kawasaki technology puts the Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS 
cruiser in a class of its own with a smooth, reassuring ride. The bold combination of a blacked-out 
engine, distinct bodywork styling and select chrome accents is paid off with performance that’s 
equally as bold.

A BOLD
PRESENCE

VULCAN® 1700 VAQUERO® ABS

Candy Imperial Blue Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS in Candy Imperial Blue
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*Model available on indent order basis only
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Touring style elements in the cockpit are highlighted 
by the color-matched dash. Classic looks collide 
beautifully with a host of modern onboard amenities 
that include an AM/FM/WB audio system with iPod® 
and SiriusXM® radio compatibility. Below the premium 
speakers you’ll find small locking storage compartments 
for convenient stowing of electronics, sunglasses and 
other necessities.

Thunderous power is produced by the potent 
1,700cc digitally fuel-injected V-twin engine. A 
six-speed transmission with overdrive puts the 
power to the pavement. 

Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS in Candy Imperial Blue

All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.

Rule the road with the advanced technology package 
that includes Kawasaki Advanced Coactive-braking 
Technology (K-ACT) ABS and electronic cruise control. 
Cruise control can be activated in third gear or above 
so you can relax and enjoy the ride.

RIDER COCKPIT

ENGINETECHNOLOGY

VULCAN® 1700 VAQUERO® ABS

BRING THE
THUNDER
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27Vulcan® 900 Classic in Phantom Blue/Pearl Blizzard White

Turn heads aboard a Kawasaki Vulcan® 900, the 903cc V-twin cruiser that's packed with style 
and attitude. A sleek design is reinforced with premium fit and finish, as well as thoughtful paint 
details. Add exhilarating exhaust notes and the Vulcan 900 exudes authenticity in every way.

STYLE &
ATTITUDE

*Model available on indent order basis only
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The Vulcan® 900 Classic LT cruiser goes great with open-road adventure. Ride in relaxation with a 
comfortable low-slung sculpted seat and spacious floorboards. Plus, a supple passenger seat and 
backrest means nobody is missing out. Chrome brass studs give off a sharp look as you clock in mile 
after mile. 

NEVER OUT
OF STYLE

VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC LT

Metallic Phantom Silver/Metallic Carbon Gray Vulcan® 900 Classic LT in Metallic Phantom Silver/Metallic Carbon Gray
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*Model available on indent order basis only
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Reinforced, top‑grain leather saddlebags provide ample 
onboard storage. Deep-dyed leather provides a sharp 
look while chromed-brass studs conceal quick-release 
fasteners for seamless style.

The scratch-resistant acrylic windscreen is 
height-adjustable to accommodate a wide range 
of riders. Find the perfect setting to divert airflow 
away from yourself for a more comfortable ride.

Vulcan® 900 Classic LT in Metallic Phantom Silver/Metallic Carbon Gray

Classic two-tone paint is complemented by chrome 
detailing and an embossed tank logo for a smooth, 
streamlined look. Trademark performance and 
dependability are conveyed by an overall stately 
appearance.

LEATHER SADDLEBAGS

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE WINDSCREEN

2-TONE PAINT

VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC LT

ALL THE CLASSIC

COMFORTS

*Model available on indent order basis only
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Make a statement with attention-grabbing style and 903cc of V-twin muscle. The exhaust and 
contoured fuel tank highlight a striking appearance while deep black elements give off the look of a 
handcrafted, custom-built bike. Performance is characterized by a smooth ride, balanced handling and 
steadfast reliability. 

VULCAN® 900 CUSTOM

WHEN EVERYTHING COMES

TOGETHER
PERFECTLY

Metallic Matte Graphite Gray/Metallic Flat Spark Black Vulcan® 900 Custom in Metallic Matte Graphite Gray/Metallic Flat Spark Black
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35Vulcan® 900 Custom in Metallic Matte Graphite Gray/Metallic Flat Spark Black

The low-slung seat lends well to a custom appearance 
and creates an edgy profile. The rider sits low in the 
chassis for a comfortable ride and an easy reach to 
the ground. A low center of gravity improves handling, 
and forward-mounted footpegs are ergonomically 
positioned for comfort and improved control. 

COMFORTABLE SEAT
A glossy black finish with gold accents creates a 
handmade look on these cast-spoke wheels. Stand 
out from the crowd with an eye-catching 21-inch front 
wheel that also provides easy maneuvering. In the rear, 
a beefy 180mm tire wraps around a 15-inch wheel.

WHEELS
A glossy black finish with gold accents creates a handmade look on these cast‑spoke wheels. 
Stand out from the crowd with an eye-catching 21-inch front wheel that also provides easy 
maneuvering. In the rear, a beefy 180mm tire wraps around a 15-inch wheel.

DISTINCTIVE STYLE

VULCAN® 900 CUSTOM

CUSTOM
ATTITUDE
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Clean, flowing lines make up this classic look. A powerful 903cc engine delivers the muscle to back 
up the bold appearance. A plush, bucket-shaped seat and spacious floorboards provide all-day 
cruising comfort so you can enjoy the pure freedom of the open road.

PURE CLASSIC
ENJOYMENT

VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC

Phantom Blue/Pearl Blizzard White Vulcan® 900 Classic in Phantom Blue/Pearl Blizzard White
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*Model available on indent order basis only



39Vulcan® 900 Classic in Phantom Blue/Pearl Blizzard White

A beautifully sculpted 5.3-gallon fuel tank turns heads 
with clean lines, minimalist styling and integrated 
instrument panel. The solo gauge features speed, fuel 
level, odometer and trip meter functions for a pure 
classic ride.

SCULPTED FUEL TANK
Whitewall tires and spoked wheels make a true 
classic. These signature style elements are 
complemented by full-coverage fenders for a 
distinguished look. Performance tires (a wide 180mm 
in the rear) bring modern performance and premium 
handling capabilities to life.

WHITEWALL TIRES
The potent 55-degree fuel-injected 903cc V-twin 
engine puts out broad low- to mid-range torque. 
A smooth‑shifting five‑speed transmission means 
consistent power for comfortable all-day cruising 
and excellent fuel economy means more miles and 
less stops. 

ENGINE

VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC

SMOOTH

RIDER

*Model available on indent order basis only
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2020 VULCAN® SPECS

Vulcan® S ABS Vulcan® S ABS CAFE

EN
GI

NE
 &

 DR
IV

ET
RA

IN

ENGINE 4-stroke, 2-cylinder, DOHC, liquid-cooled 4-stroke, 2-cylinder, DOHC, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT 649cc 649cc

BORE X STROKE 83.0 x 60.0mm 83.0 x 60.0mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 10.8:1 10.8:1

FUEL SYSTEM DFI® 38mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-throttle valves DFI® 38mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-throttle valves

IGNITION TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance

TRANSMISSION 6-speed with positive neutral finder 6-speed with positive neutral finder

FINAL DRIVE Sealed Chain Sealed Chain

CH
AS

SI
S

FRONT SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

41mm telescopic fork/5.1 in 41mm telescopic fork/5.1 in

REAR SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Lay-down offset rear shock with linkage and adjustable
preload/3.1 in

Lay-down offset rear shock with linkage and adjustable
preload/3.1 in

FRONT TIRE 120/70x18 120/70x18

REAR TIRE 160/60x17 160/60x17

FRONT BRAKES Single 300mm disc with twin-piston caliper, ABS Single 300mm disc with twin-piston caliper, ABS

REAR BRAKES Single 250mm disc with single-piston caliper, ABS Single 250mm disc with single-piston caliper, ABS

FRAME TYPE High-tensile steel diamond frame High-tensile steel diamond frame

RAKE/TRAIL 31°/4.7 in 31°/4.7 in

DI
ME

NS
IO

NS
 &

 C
AP

AC
IT

IES

OVERALL LENGTH 230.9cm 230.9cm

OVERALL WIDTH 87.9cm 87.9cm

OVERALL HEIGHT 110cm 113cm

GROUND CLEARANCE 13cm 13cm

SEAT HEIGHT 70.6cm 70.6cm

CURB WEIGHT 226kg** 228kg**

FUEL CAPACITY 14 litres 14 litres

WHEELBASE 157.5cm 157.5cm

DE
TA

ILS

COLOR CHOICES Metallic Matte Mysterious Gray or Metallic Spark Black Phantom Blue/ Ebony

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied). 
Specifications subject to change; full specifications available on Kawasaki.com.
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2020 VULCAN® SPECS

Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS

EN
GI

NE
 &

 DR
IV

ET
RA

IN

ENGINE 4-stroke, 52° V-twin, liquid-cooled 4-stroke, 52° V-twin, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT 1,700cc/103.7 cu in 1,700cc/103.7 cu in

BORE X STROKE 102.0 x 104.0mm 102.0 x 104.0mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 9.5:1 9.5:1

FUEL SYSTEM DFI® 42mm throttle bodies (2) DFI® 42mm throttle bodies (2)

IGNITION TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance

TRANSMISSION 6-speed with overdrive and positive neutral finder 6-speed with overdrive and positive neutral finder

FINAL DRIVE Carbon fiber-reinforced belt Carbon fiber-reinforced belt

CH
AS

SI
S

FRONT SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

45mm hydraulic fork/5.5 in 45mm hydraulic fork/5.5 in

REAR SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Swingarm with twin air-assisted shocks, with 4-way
rebound damping/3.1 in

Swingarm with twin air-assisted shocks, with 4-way
rebound damping/3.1 in

FRONT TIRE 130/90x16 130/90x16

REAR TIRE 170/70x16 170/70x16

FRONT BRAKES Dual 300mm discs, dual four-piston calipers, K-ACT II ABS Dual 300mm discs, dual four-piston calipers, K-ACT II ABS

REAR BRAKES Single 300mm disc, twin-piston caliper, K-ACT II ABS Single 300mm disc, twin-piston caliper, K-ACT II ABS

FRAME TYPE Steel, double-cradle with box-section single-tube backbone Steel, double-cradle with box-section single-tube backbone

RAKE/TRAIL 30°/7.0 in 30°/7.0 in

DI
ME

NS
IO

NS
 &

 C
AP

AC
IT

IES

OVERALL LENGTH 256cm 251cm

OVERALL WIDTH 99.6cm 97cm

OVERALL HEIGHT 155cm 129cm

GROUND CLEARANCE 13.5cm 14.5cm

SEAT HEIGHT 72.9cm 72.9cm

CURB WEIGHT 406kg** 383kg**

FUEL CAPACITY 20 litres 20 litres

WHEELBASE 166.6cm 166.6cm

DE
TA

ILS

COLOR CHOICES Metallic Carbon Gray/ Metallic Spark Black Candy Imperial Blue

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied). 
Specifications subject to change; full specifications available on Kawasaki.com.
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Vulcan® 900 Classic LT Vulcan® 900 Custom Vulcan® 900 Classic

EN
GI

NE
 &

 DR
IV

ET
RA

IN

ENGINE 4-stroke, 55° V-twin, 4 valves per
cylinder, SOHC, liquid-cooled

4-stroke, 55° V-twin, 4 valves per
cylinder, SOHC, liquid-cooled

4-stroke, 55° V-twin, 4 valves per
cylinder, SOHC, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT 903cc/55.1 cu in 903cc/55.10 cu in 903cc/55.10 cu in

BORE X STROKE 88.0 x 74.2mm 88.0 x 74.2mm 88.0 x 74.2mm

COMPRESSION
RATIO

9.5:1 9.5:1 9.5:1

FUEL SYSTEM DFI® 34mm throttle bodies (2) with sub-
throttle valves

DFI® 34mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-
throttle valves

DFI® 34mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-
throttle valves

IGNITION TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance

TRANSMISSION 5-speed with positive neutral finder 5-speed with positive neutral finder 5-speed with positive neutral finder

FINAL DRIVE Kevlar-reinforced belt Kevlar-reinforced belt Kevlar-reinforced belt

CH
AS

SI
S

FRONT SUSPENSION
/ WHEEL TRAVEL

41mm hydraulic telescopic fork/5.9 in 41mm hydraulic telescopic fork/5.9 in 41mm hydraulic telescopic fork/5.9 in

REAR SUSPENSION /
WHEEL TRAVEL

Uni-Trak® swingarm, 7-way adjustable
spring preload/4.1 in

Uni-Trak® swingarm, 7-way adjustable
spring preload/4.1 in

Uni-Trak® swingarm, 7-way adjustable
spring preload/4.1 in

FRONT TIRE 130/90x16 80/90x21 130/90x16

REAR TIRE 180/70x15 180/70x15 180/70x15

FRONT BRAKES Single 300mm hydraulic disc Single 300mm hydraulic disc Single 300mm hydraulic disc

REAR BRAKES Single 270mm hydraulic disc Single 270mm hydraulic disc Single 270mm hydraulic disc

FRAME TYPE Semi-double cradle, high-tensile steel Double cradle, high-tensile steel Semi-double cradle, high-tensile steel

RAKE/TRAIL 32°/6.3 in 33°/7.2 in 32°/6.3 in

DI
ME

NS
IO

NS
 &

 C
AP

AC
IT

IES

OVERALL LENGTH 246.4cm 240.5cm 246.4cm

OVERALL WIDTH 100.6cm 89.4cm 100.6cm

OVERALL HEIGHT 148cm 112cm 106.4cm

GROUND CLEARANCE 13.5cm 14cm 13.5cm

SEAT HEIGHT 68cm 68.6cm 68cm

CURB WEIGHT 298kg** 277kg** 281kg**

FUEL CAPACITY 20 Litres 20 Litres 20 Litres

WHEELBASE 164.6cm 164.6cm 164.6cm

DE
TA

ILS

COLOR CHOICES Metallic Phantom Silver/ Metallic Carbon
Gray

Metallic Matte Graphite Gray/Metallic Flat
Spark Black

Phantom Blue/ Pearl Blizzard White

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied). 
Specifications subject to change; full specifications available on Kawasaki.com.
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